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(57) Abstract: A bandage strip includes a plurality of flat adhesive bandage packages, sealed therein an adhesive bandage compris
ing a pad and an adhesive substrate. The packages are adhered to an elongated substrate in end-to-end, spaced relation to form a flat,

o elongated bandage strip. A user can dispense a length of substrate, sever it at the perforations, and remove the bandage from the sub -
strate. In another embodiment, a flat adhesive bandage strip comprises an elongated substrate with at least one continuous strip of
absorbent material on one side extending in the elongated dimension of the substrate and an adhesive portion adjacent each outside
elongated edge of the substrate, with a release liner adhered to the adhesive portion and covering the pad. A bandage dispensing
device is attachable to the wrist of a user for convenient dispensing of bandages from a strip of individually packaged bandages .



ADHESIVE BANDAGE DISPENSING ARRANGEMENTS
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[ ] Field of the Invention

[0 02 The present invention relates generally to adhesive bandages and, more

particularly, to arrangements tha facilitate dispensing adhesive bandages to a

user.

00031 Description of Related Art

One ubiquitous type of adhesive bandage includes a strip of material, typically

plastic or cloth, with an adhesive on one side. A gauze pad is disposed on the

same side as the adhesive, and a release liner covers the adhesive side of the

strip material and the gauze pad. The entire bandage is enclosed n a package

that maintains sterility unti it s opened by the user. The bandage is then

applied by removing the release liner, positioning the gauze pad over wound,

and adhering the adhesive side of the strip to the skin. Familiar examples o fthis

type of pre-packaged adhesive bandage are sold by Johnson & Johnson as

Band-Aid® adhesive bandages and Tyco Healthcare Group as Curity® adhesive

bandages.

[0 05 By their nature, that is, because they are individually pre-packaged, these types

of adhesive bandages are available only in predetermined sizes. As a result,

these pre-packaged bandages are only sold loose in boxes. This is acceptable for

a great many uses, but in some circumstances it can be inconvenient to access a



bandage when o e is needed. The prior art includes many alternative bandage

packaging/dispensing systems and devices, some typical examples being

shown in the following references:

U.S. Pat No. 3,530,494 U.S. Pat No. 5,358,140 U.S. Pat 6,299,018

U.S. Pat No. 4,735,342 U.S. Pat No. 5,477,761 U.S. Pat No. 7,240,876

U.S. Pat No. 4,993,586 U.S. Pat No. ,5 1,689 U.S. Pat No. 7,694,816

U.S. Pat No. 5,133,477 U.S. Pat No. 5,782,786 U.S. Pub. No. 2009/0039100

U.S. Pat No. 5,271.522 U.S. Pat No. 6,213,343

[0006] Many of these patents eliminate the package enclosing the adhesive bandage

and adhere it directly to an elongated release liner strip. The release liner with

the bandages secured to i is then wound into a roll or accordion-folded, and

the bandages are dispensed by incrementally feeding the strip. This type of

dispensing system is shown in U.S. Patents No. 3,350,494, No. 4,993,586, No.

5,133,477, No. 5,271,522, No. 5,358,140, No. 5 511,689, No. 6,213,343, and No.

6,299,018. Avariation in which individual bandages are attached end to end to

form a strip that is wound into a roll is shown in U.S. Patents No. 4,735,342 and

No. 5,782,786, While some users may deem these arrangements more

convenient to use than box of loose bandages, they a require specially

manufacturing the bandage roll or strip, which adds to their cost U.S. Patent

Pub. No. 2009/0039100 discloses a device that dispenses individual adhesive

bandages one at a time from a stack within the device. The bandages are not

packaged and this system appears to pose a risk of compromising the sterility

of the bandages, and the user must still load the device with loose bandages.

0 7 Another shortcoming of existing adhesive bandages of the type discussed above

is the property that makes them convenient in many settings in the first place.

That is, they are pre-packaged for ease of use, but are thus available only n

certain sizes and shapes. However, sometimes a wound will have a size and/or



shape that does not lend itself to being dressed by the available sizes of

pre-packaged adhesive bandages. There are patents that disclose devices for

dispensing from a roll user-determined lengths of medical bandages. Examples

are U.S. Patents No, 7,240,876 and No. 7,694,816. However, these devices do

not dispense adhesive bandages of the type under consideration here.

SUMMARY OF THE

[00081 i an object of the present invention to improve on known adhesive bandage

dispensing arrangements in ways that improve the convenience to the user of

accessing and applying bandages to wounds.

[0009] n accordance with a first aspect of the invention, pre-packaged adhesive

bandages are adhered in their packages to a strip of material. The strip of

material can be wound around a spool and optionally enclosed in any suitable

dispensing device that enables the user to access the packages of bandages and

remove them from the strip one at time. The strip can also be accordion-

folded for dispensing the bandages from a dispensing device. Dispensing

devices can be hand-held, wrist-mounted, or configured fo placement on a

counter top or other surface for ease ofaccess. A dispensing device may include

multiple strips of bandages of different sizes

[0010} n another aspect of the invention, a continuous elongate strip (that is, without

transverse perforations) has a side with an adhesive substantially covering one

side and a gauze pad disposed longitudinally in a median portion of the same

side. A release liner covers the side with the adhesive, a the stri can be

wound on a spool and optionally disposed in a suitable dispensing device that

enables the strip to be withdrawn and severed from the remainder of the roll to

form a bandage ofany desired length.



00 ] According to still another aspect of the invention, a bandage dispensing device

c be mounted to a user's wrist to free the user's hands for other tasks and

still provide qu ck access to a supply of bandages. Awrist-mounted dispensing

device in accordance with one embodiment of the invention is particularly

adapted for use with bandage strips as described and claimed herein.

[0012 Thus, one particular aspect of the invention relates to a bandage strip including

a plurality of flat adhesive bandage packages, each having sealed therein at

least one adhesive bandage comprising a pad and an adhesive substrate for

adhering to a patient and holding the pad in place on the patient's skin, and an

elongated substrate having at least one row of the packages adhered thereto

lengthwise in spaced relation to each other to form a flat, elongated bandage

strip. The strip can be configured for dispensing by a user in a number of ways,

such as by winding it around a spool for removal of individual bandages from

the substrate as the strip is unwound from said spool

[0013] Another particular aspect of the invention relates to a bandage strip including a

flat adhesive bandage strip comprising an elongated substrate with at least one

continuous strip ofabsorbent material on one side extending in the elongated

dimension of the substrate and an adhesive portion adjacent each outside

elongated edge of the substrate, and having a release er adhered to the

adhesive portion and covering said pad, and a spool having the adhesive

bandage strip wound lengthwise around said spool.

A device for dispensing adhesive bandages includes a bandage holding

compartment for holding a bandage strip including a plurality of flat adhesive

bandage packages, each having sealed therein at least one adhesive bandage

comprising a pad and an adhesive substrate for adhering to a patient and

holding said pad n place on the patient's skin, and an elongated substrate

having at least one row of said packages adhered thereto lengthwise in spaced



relation to each other to form a flat, elongated bandage strip, and dispensing

structure permitting the user to access the bandage strip for withdrawal of at

least one flat adhesive bandage package fro said compartment n a specific

embodiment, the dispensing device includes at least one strap for attaching the

bandage holding compartment to a wrist of the user and the dispensing

structure is disposed for enabling the user to extract a bandage from the

bandage holding compartment

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015] The objects of the invention are not limited by the description herein, and a l of

the objects a d advantages of the invention will be better understood from the

detailed description of its preferred embodiments which follows below, when

taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which like numerals

and letters refer to like features throughout The followi is a brief

identification of the drawing figures used in the accompanying detailed

description.

16| FIGURE 1 is a perspective view of a first embodiment of an elongated bandage

strip in accordance with the invention, in which pre-packaged adhesive

bandages are adhered to an elongated substrate wound on a spool for

dispensing,

[0017] FIGURE 2 depicts a single-bandage portion of the elongated substrate of

FIGURE i tha has been separated from the strip at perforations in the

elongated strip, and shows the adhesive bandage in a exploded view to depict

its packaging.

[0018} FIGURE 3 is a perspective view of a second embodiment of an elongated

bandage strip in accordance with the invention, in which a continuous bandage

is wound on a spool for dispensing.



{0019} FIGURE 4 is a exploded view of a portion of the strip in FIGURE 3.

0 2 FIGURE 5 s a perspective view of a first embodiment of a dispensing device in

accordance with the invention that can be used to dispense different size

bandages from multiple bandage strips.

0021 FIGURE 6 is a perspective view of a second embodiment of a dispensing device

in accordance with the invention that can be mounted to a user's wrist for

dispensing bandages from a bandage strip.

{0 22 FIGURE 7 is a cross-section of the dispensing device in FIG E 6 taken along

the line 7-7 in FIGURE 6

[0023] One skilled in the art will readily understand that the drawings are not strictly

to scale, but nevertheless will find them sufficient, when taken with the detailed

descriptions of preferred embodiments that follow, to make and use the

present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

24] FIGU ES 1 and 2 show an elongated bandage strip in accordance with a first

embodiment of the invention. In this embodiment a bandage strip 10 includes

an elongated substrate 12 coated with an adhesive to which conventional

sealed packages 14 of adhesive bandages are disposed in a single row in end-to-

end relation. More details of the bandage packages are shown in FIGURE 2,

discussed further below. Typically, the sealed packages are identical, and in

the present embodiment are disposed on the substrate 12 with spaces

therebetween. I each space between two package 14 the substrate has

perforations 6 extending transversely across the width of the substrate. The

perforations 16 facilitate separation of a length of the substrate with the

desired numbe of individual bandages 14 adhered thereto. t will be



appreciated that the perforations are optional and in an alternate arrangement

portions of the substrate containing one of more individual bandage packages

can be separated from the substrate by other means, such as a serrated cutting

edge or sliding blade of a dispensing device or a scissors.

[0025J n the depicted embodiment, the elongated bandage strip 10 comprising the

substrate 12 and the bandage packages 14 is wound on a spool 18, from which

a desired length of the strip can be unwound, as shown in FIGURE 1. The spool

18 may be ma pul ted by a user to unwind a desired length of the strip , or

it can be disposed in one or more known dispensing devices such as those

shown in patents referred to above. In other variations, the elongated strip can

be made wide enough to accommodate multiple rows of bandage packages

disposed in side-by-side relation. n addition, the substrate 14 can be

perforated lengthwise between the side-by-side rows of packages to facilitate

removal of bandage packages as discussed above. t will also be appreciated

that the invention is not limited to using any particular adhesive bandage

configuration. For example, most adhesive bandage suppliers make packaged

bandages in many shapes, such as small and large squares, shapes adapted to

be applied t the end of a finger, and others. Any pre-packaged, self-contained

adhesive bandage can be used in this embodiment without departing from the

spirit and scope of the invention.

FIGURE 2 shows a detail of the conventional adhesive bandage package 14

removably adhered to the substrate 12 in accordance w th the present

embodiment of the invention. FIGURE 2 shows a portion of the substrate 12

that has been removed from the remainder of the substrate 12 at the

perforations 16, (It will be appreciated from the discussion above that a portion

of the substrate 12 holding a single bandage package 14 is shown in FIGURE 2

solely for illustrative purposes and that more than one bandage package 14 at a



time can be removed from the strip 0 if desired.) Each bandage package 14

has sealed therein a sterile adhesive bandage 20 of conventional design, with a

pad 22 of absorbent material such as ga ze on an adhesive substrate 24. As is

well known, the pad 22 n use is placed on the user's skin (typically over a

wound or other place on a user requiring it to be covered for medical reasons)

and held in place by the adhesive substrate 24. Such substrates are typically

plastic, cloth, or other material that has sufficient strength and flexibility to

hold the pad 22 in place as the user moves.

In the conventional fashion, the adhesive side of the substrate 24 is covered by

a two-part release layer 26a and 26b that is coextensive with the adhesive

substrate 24. The two parts overlap at the pad 22 and can be peeled away by

the user for application of the bandage 20. Sterility of the bandage 20 is

maintained by a wrapper that in most commercial configurations comprises a

lower sheet of paper 28 and an upper sheet of paper 30 that are tightly sealed

at their peripheries 3 . At one end a flap 34 that is left unsealed can be grasped

by the user to peel the upper sheet 30 from the lower sheet 28 to permit access

to the adhesive bandage 20. (in describing embodiments of the invention,

terms indicating direction or orientation, such as "lower," "upper," "front,"

"rear," etc., may be used to facilitate the description, They do not imply that the

invention is limited to a particular orientation of the structure being described.)

[0028] n this embodiment of the invention the lower sheet 28 of the bandage package

14 is removably adhered to the substrate 12 to form the flat, elongated,

bandage strip 10. The strip 10 is wound on the spool 18 for convenience in

accessing the desired number of adhesive bandages. Those skilled in the art will

appreciate that any adhesive can be used that will hold the bandage package in

place while permitting the strip to be wound onto the spool, and at the same

time permitting the user to readily remove the bandage package from the



substrate 12 when desired. In one implementation of the invention, the lower

sheet 28 of the bandage package can be adhered to the substrate 12 at d iscrete

spots rather than over the entire surface of the lower layer. In another

variation, the package can be more firmly adhered to the substrate 12, enabling

the bandage to be dispensed from the package by peeling the top sheet 30 from

the bottom sheet 28, while the latter remains adhered in place on the substrate.

By using conventional, sealed packages ofadhesive bandages, the elongated

bandage strip 10 is considerably less expensive to manufacture than the strips

of adhesive bandages according to the prior art discussed above. addition,

the sterility of the adhesive bandages as guaranteed by the original

manufacturer of the packaged bandages is not disturbed, which means that any

government and/or industry requirements regarding sterility of the individual

bandages remain satisfied because the integrity of the packages is not

compromised by adhering them to the substrate 12. In addition, a bandage strip

in accordance with this embodiment can be used in many different dispensing

devices, some of which are discussed further below.

[ ft 3 FIGURES 3 and 4 depict an elongated bandage strip in accordance w th a

second embodiment of the invention. As seen best in the exploded view of

FIGURE 4, a bandage strip 40 comprises a continuous substrate 42 coated with

an adhesive to which a continuous gauze strip 44 is adhered. A release liner 46

covers the substrate 42 and is coextensive with it in a direction transverse to

the longitudinal direction of the strip 40. Thus, the release liner 46 protects the

gauze strip 44 fro contamination.

{003 j n a fashion similar to the first embodiment described above, the elongated

bandage strip 40 comprising the substrate 22 and the release liner 46 is wound

o a spool 48, fro which a desired length of the strip can be unwound, as

shown in FIGURE 3, Typically, the gauze strip 44 extends in one piece for the



entire length of the strip 40 wound on the spool 48. The spool may be

manipulated by a user to unwind a desired length of the stri , which can

then be cut into desired lengths using a scissors S (not depicted to scale). As

with a bandage strip in accordance with the first embodiment discussed above,

the spool 48 can also be disposed in many different types of dispensing devices,

such as those shown in many of the patents referred to above or those

discussed he!ow.

0032 One of the features of bandage strips according to the present invention is their

ability t be used with many prior art dispensing devices disclosed in the

patents enumerated above. The descriptions of dispensing devices shown in

those patents are hereby incorporated by reference as if set in full herein. t wilt

be clear to one skilled in the art how bandage strips in accordance with the

present inven tion can be used with any of those dispensing devices.

0033 As an example, FIGURE 5 depicts the bandage strip dispenser disclosed in U.S.

Patent No. 4,735,342, which has been incorporated herein by reference, used

with bandage strips in accordance with the embodiment of the invention

discussed above n connection with FIGURES 1 and 2. The dispensing device

includes a case 6 with a lower receptacle portion 62 having a cover 64

connected to the receptacle portion at a hinge 65 at the rear of the case. The

receptacle portio 62 has a flat bottom for resting the device on a counter top

or other surface, and three internal compartments 66, 68, and 70 sized to

receive bandage strips 10a, 10b, and 10c. The bandage strips correspond in

structure to the bandage strip 10 shown in FIGURES 1 and 2, except that they

are different widths in a direction traverse to their length. The strips 10a, 10b,

and 10c are each wound on a respective spool. The strip 10a is wound on a

spoo having an axle 72 with one end resting in a slot 74 n one wall 76 of the

compartment 66 and another en (not shown} resting a slot (not shown) in
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the other wa l 77 of the compartment 66, The strip 1 c s wound on a spool

with an axle 7 resting in a slot S O one wall 82 of the compartment 70 and

another end resting in a slot (not shown) in the other wall 84 of the

compartment 70. The strip 10b is similarly wound on a roll with an axle (not

shown) having ends mounted in walls 86 and 88 of the compartment 68 in the

same manner,

n use, the cover 64 is closed and latched in any suitable manner to the

receptacle portion 62. Cutouts 64a, 64b, and 64c in the cover 64 and

cooperating cutouts 62a, 62b, and 62c in the receptacle portion 62 form slots a t

the front of the dispenser through which a use can extract the bandage strips

10a, 10b, and 10c, As the user pulls out a bandage strip, individual bandage

packages are presented to the user. Portions of the strips can be removed at the

perforations 16, Alternatively, if the strips are not perforated the slots can be

provided with serrated edges or a device with a blade to cut through the strip

and sever it between individual bandages. An example of such a cutting device

is shown in U.S. Pat Ho. 5,477,761, which has been incorporated herein by

reference. When ail of the bandages on a strip have bee used, the empty spool

can be replaced with a full spool by opening the cover 64 at the hinge 6 5 and

dropping it in place.

[00351 addition, the dispensing device shown in FIGURE 5 is not limited to use fust

with different size adhesive bandages of the configuration shown in FIGURE 2.

it can also be used with bandage strips having packages with different

configurations of adhesi ve bandages, as discussed above. Moreover, multiple

bandage strips of different widths, with the configuration shown in FIGURES 3

and 4, can a so be used with the dispensing device shown i FIGURE 5,

particularly one with a cutting device having a blade with which the user can

sever a portion of the strip having a desired length. Such bandage strips can



also be used with other dispensing devices and arrangements in the U.S.

patents incorporated herein by reference. In another variation, the case 60 may

be configured for mounting on a belt or other article of clothing of a user for

quick and convenient access.

0 3 n addition to being capable of use with many prior art dispensing devices,

bandage strips i accordance with the present invention are also particularly

adapted for use with a wrist-mounted dispensing device 100 shown in FiGURES

6 and 7. The dispensing device 100 is shown with a bandage strip 10 like that

shown in FIGURES 1 and 2 slightly modified and accordion-folded into a

housing 102, as described in more detail just below. The housing 102 includes

straps 104 and 106 with Velcro® strips 108 and 0 at their ends. The housing

102 is preferably molded of a suitable piastic material in a contoured shape that

wil match the wrist W of a user (see FiGURE 7), and the str s 4 an 6 are

wrapped around the user's wrist as indicated by the arrows A to bring the

Velcro® strips into contact with each other and hold the dispensing device in

place on the user's wrist It will be clear, of course, that other ways of securing

the device to the user's wrist, such as a buckle-type arrangement, could also be

used.

[0 37 Referring to FiGURE 7, the housing 102 is seen in cross-section. It

accommodates a bandage strip 10*that is identical to the bandage strip 10 in

FiGURES 1 and 2, except that it includes a top release liner 12', for a purpose to

be described. (The top release liner is omitted from FIGURE 6 for clarity.) The

bandage strip 10' is accordion -folded into stack 107 inside the housing 102,

and the end is fed over a guide roller 109 and through a dispensing slot to

the outside of the housing 102. The top release liner 12* prevents the adhesive

top surface of the substrate 1 from adhering to an abutting top surface of the

substrate when the strip 10' is folded into the stack 107. However, in an



alternate construction, the bandage packages 14 can be adhered to the

substrate by applying adhesive only to portions of the substrate that are

covered by the packages, as discussed above in connection with FIGURE 1,

which would permit the top release liner 12' to be omitted. However, it is

believed that covering the packages with the top release liner 12* adhered to

the substrate 12 wil help keep the packages in place on the substrate as the

substrate is drawn around the roller 109 and through the slot 1.

[0038] As seen in the cross sectional view of the strip 10* in FIGURE 7, the substrate 12

and the release liner 12' both include perforations 16. A portion of the

periphery of the housing 102 has a notch 2 molded into it to form a hinge,

and the remainder of the periphery is divided to permit a top part of the

housing to be rotated about the hinge to an open position to provide access to

the inside of the housing. The edges of the divided portion have cooperating

shoulders 114 that frictionally engage each other to hold the top part closed.

03 In use, the dispensing device 100 is secured to one wrist W of the user as

discussed above. The user pulls the bandage strip 10' from the s ot with his or

her other hand, and separates a portion of the strip containing individual

packaged bandage 14 at the perforations 16. The slot is sufficiently narrow

to hold the strip 10* in place through friction and permit the user to tear away

the needed length of the strip 10'. When the entire bandage strip 10' has been

consumed, the user can open the to part of the housing 2 about the hinge

112 and inser a fresh bandage strip 10', The top portion is then rotated back

into place and the shoulders 4 hold it in place. T more positively hold the

top part in place, the shoulders can include one or more beads in a surface of

one shoulder that fit into one or more corresponding depressions in the facing

surface of the other shoulder. In that case, the housing is molded so that the

user will sense a positive "click" when the beads are properly in place in the



depressions. Of course, other latching arrangements are possible and the

invention is not limited to any particular such arrangement

[0040} Other variations n the construction and operation of the wrist-mounted

dispensing device 100 are likewise possible. For exa ple dispensing guides

may be molded into the interior of the housing to aid in positioning the strip 10'

for smooth dispensing through the slot 111. In addition, the device may be

configured to permit the user to pull out a length of the bandage strip and sever

t using a serrated edge on the device. Or the device can incorporate a cutting

blade, as discussed above in connection with FIGURE 5. The dispenser may also

be formed to accommodate a bandage strip on a spool like one of those shown

in FIGURE 5 instead of accordion folding the strip. t will also be appreciated

that a wrist-mounted dispenser in accordance with this aspect of the invention

is not limited to use with bandage strips like those described above in

connection with FIGURES 1-4. t can also be used with loose, prepackaged

bandages (such as the adhesive bandage 14 shown in FIGURE 2) and bandage

strips shown in many of the above-mentioned patents, such as U.S. Patents No.

3,530,494, No. 4,735,342, No. 4,993,586, No. 5, 3,477, No. 5,358,140, No.

5,511,689, No. 5,782,786, No. 6,213,343, No. 6,299,018, and U.S. Pub. No.

2009/0039100.,

[00 | Those skilled in the art will readily recognize that only selected preferred

embodiments of the invention have been depicted and described, and it will be

understood that various changes and modifications can be made other than

those specifically mentioned above without departing from the spirit and scope

of the invention, which is defined solely by the claims that follow.



WHAT S CLAIMED IS:

1. A bandage strip including:

a plurality of fiat adhesive bandage packages, each having sealed therein at least

one adhesive bandage comprising a pad and an adhesive substrate for adhering to a

patient and hoiding said pad in place on the patient's skin; and

an elongated substrate having at least one row of said packages adhered thereto

iength se in spaced relation to each other to form a flat, elongated bandage strip.

2. A bandage strip as in claim 1, wherein said elongated substrate is

substantially covered by an adhesive for removably adhering said packages thereto.

3. A bandage strip as in claim i , wherein:

said bandage strip is wound lengthwise around a spool; and

said substrate is perforated across the width thereof between said packages for

facilitating separation of portions of said substrate unwound from said-.spool from

portions remaining wound around said spool,

4. Abandage strip as in claim 3, wherein a single row of said packages is

adhered to said substrate,

5. A bandage strip including a fiat adhesive bandage strip comprising an

eiongated substrate with at ieast one continuous strip of absorbent material on one side

extending in the elongated dimension of said substrate and an adhesive portion

adjacent each outside elongated edge of said substrate, an having a release !iner

adhered to sa i adhesive portion and covering said pad.

6. Abandage strip as in claim 5, wherein said adhesive bandage strip includes

a single continuous strip of absorbent material bounded on either side by a said

adhesive portion for adhering to a patient and hoiding the absorbent material in place

on the patient's skin when sai release liner is removed.



7. Abandage strip as in claim 5, wherein the strip is wound lengthwise around

a spool and the gauze pad is continuous for the length of the strip.

8. Amethod for dispensing a bandage strip, the method including;

providing a dispensing device for dispensing a portion of a fiat adhesive bandage

strip comprising an elongated substrate with at least one continuous strip of absorbent

material on one side extending in the elongated dimension of said substrate and an

adhesive portion adjacent each outside elongated edge of said substrate, and having a

release liner adhered to said adhesive portion and covering said pad;

removing a portion of said adhesive bandage strip from said dispensing device;

separating said removed portion of said adhesive bandage strip from the

remainder thereof by severing said substrate, said absorbent material and said release

strip transversely of said adhesive bandage strip; and

removing said release liner to expose said adhesive portions of said elongated

substrate.

9. Amethod as in claim 8, wherein said dispensing device includes a cutting

device, and the method further includes withdrawing a desired length of said adhesive

bandage strip from said dispens g device and severing the bandage strip using said

cutting device.

10. Amethod as in cla 9, wherein the c ting device includes one of a cutting

blade and a serrated edge.

11. Adevice for dispensing adhesive bandages, the device including:

a bandage holding compartment for holding a bandage strip Including a plurality

of flat adhesive bandage packages, each having sealed therein at least one adhesive

bandage comprising a pad and an adhesive substrate for adhering to a patient and

holding said pad in place on the patient's skin, and an elongated substrate having at



least one row of said packages adhered thereto lengthwise in spaced relation to each

other to for a flat, elongated bandage strip; and

dispensing structure permitting th user to access said bandage strip for

withdrawal of at least one flat adhesive bandage package from said compartment

12. Adispensing device as in claim 11, further comprising attaching structure

for attaching said bandage holding compartment to a user in a position for permitting

the user to reach the bandage holding compartment and dispense a said bandage

package therefrom using said dispensing structure.

13. Adispensing device as in claim 12, wherein said attaching structure

comprises at least one strap for attaching the bandage holding compartment to a wrist

of the user and said dispensing structure is disposed for enabling the user to extract a

bandage from said bandage holding compartment.

14 A dispensing device as in claim 13, further Including a cutting device for

permitting the user to sever a desired length of said adhesive bandage strip that has

been withdrawn from inside said compartment.

. Adispensing device as in claim 14 wherein said cutting device includes at

least one of a serrated edge or a cutting blade.

16. Adispensing device as in claim 13, wherein said substrate is perforated

across the width thereof between said packages for facilitating separation of portions of

said adhesive bandage strip that has been withdrawn from inside said compartment

17. Adispensing device as in claim 13, wherein:

said elongated substrate is substantially covered by an adhesive for removably

adhering said packages thereto and said packages and said adhesive are covered by a

release liner adhered to adhesive; and

said bandage strip is accordion-folded in said compartment



18. Adispensing device as in claim 17, wherein said dispensing structure

includes a slot through which said bandage strip passes for access by the user.

19. A dispensing device as in claim , wherein:

said elongated substrate is substantially covered by an adhesive for removably

adhering said packages thereto; and

said compartment holds at least one said bandage strip wound around a spool.

20. Adispensing device as in claim 19 wherein said compartment holds a

plurality of said bandage strips wound around respective spools-
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